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Summary of Accomplishments: 
Chen-Nee Chuah, Michael Zhang, and their PhD student, Ammar Haydari, studied the impact of 
deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-based traffic signal controller (TSC) on air quality using real 
traffic demands on city-level road networks. We studied a major DRL approach called advantage 
actor-critic (A2C) using multi-agent settings on a synthetic multi-intersection network and on a 
real traffic network of San Francisco downtown with 24 hours traffic dataset. Our results indicate 
that learning based DRL methods achieved the lowest air pollution level on synthetic networks 
even with a simple delay-based reward function [1].  The team also studied the vulnerabilities of 
these DRL-TSC algorithms in the presence of black-box and white-box  adversarial attacks. Our 
results show that the performance of DRL learning agent decreases in both settings, resulting in 
higher levels of traffic congestion. We then proposed an ensemble model to perform sequential 
anomaly detection of the adversarial attacks. Our model minimizes detection delay, achieves lower 
false alarm rates due to cumulative anomaly inspection [2].  

 
1. Introduction 
Intelligent transport systems (ITS) integrate information and communication technologies (ICT) 
with transportation applications that increase traffic efficiency and security for all participants, 
such as pedestrians and vehicles. The latest technological improvements increased the quality of 
transportation. New data-driven approaches bring out a new research direction for all control-based 
systems, e.g., in transportation, robotics, IoT and power systems. Combining data-driven 
applications with transportation systems plays a key role in recent transportation applications. 
Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) is conceived to increase the traffic efficiency in ITS by 
enabling a learning structure that interacts with the environment. While many DRL-based traffic 
optimization methods are presented for different ITS applications, the majority of these 
applications are concentrated on TSCs. DRL-TSCs have the potential to offer a solution by 
decreasing the travel delay and increasing the traffic efficiency.  Our performance analysis 
regarding the applicability of DRL-TSC, other studies in the literature, and several industrial 
efforts demonstrate that data-driven ITS controllers are expected to occupy the roads in near future 

To date, there remains a limited understanding of the security vulnerabilities of learning based ITS 
controllers and their impact on various operational performance metrics. In our project, we 
experimented another research direction of ITS security where we characterize the security 
vulnerabilities of TSCs when implemented with DRL model and proposed a novel statistical 
detection model. Main-stream adversarial attack models continuously inject adversarial samples 
to the learning models and expect to fool the model quickly. To protect the DRL-TSC learning 
model we propose to use statistical sequential detection models with a novel ensemble detection 
algorithm that achieves the best detection performance in all cases.  

2. Adversarial Attacks on DRL-TSCs 

Controlling ITS components with a learning-based model opens a new attack surface for 
adversaries[3]. Misleading the behavior of ITS controllers with adversarial samples may result in 
life-threatening conditions. One of the main application areas of learning-based controller models 



is TSC with DRL. Therefore, the security analysis of DRL-TSCs needs to be investigated. We 
identified two main threat models for DRL-TSCs: directly injecting minimal random perturbations 
to the learning controller or sending falsified information to the TSC using Sybil or compromised 
vehicles. The security breach of DRL-TSC in the case of these attack surfaces is a challenge. 

In this project, we thoroughly study security vulnerabilities of DRL-based TSCs under two 
gradient-based adversarial attack models namely Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM)[4] and 
Jacobian-based Saliency Map Attack (JSMA)[5] with white-box and black-box settings. Since 
gradient-based adversarial attacks such as FGSM and JSMA generally have a minimal perturbation 
on the data, it is also hard to differentiate adversarial samples from real samples with standard 
anomaly detectors. The threat model of adversarial attacks on DRL-TSCs is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. TSC is controlled with a DRL agent. An adversary can attack the agent with falsified 
data, disturbing the input state. 

Given the adversarial attacks FGSM and JSMA for single intersection and multi-intersection 
scenarios, we proposed a statistical anomaly detector to detect even infinitesimally small 
anomalies. An ensemble anomaly detector that combines two sequential anomaly detection models 
and an autoencoder-based anomaly detection model with a CUSUM-like detection model is 
evaluated on the gradient-based adversarial attacks. The experiments show that the proposed 
ensemble sequential anomaly detection model achieves the best detection rate with different DRL 
agents and TSC scenarios. 

3. Adversarial Attack Performance  

In the white-box attack model, the adversary launches the attacks on DRL-based TSCs by injecting 
anomalies to the original input state. Since DNN is the policy of a learning agent, selecting the 



correct action of the DRL agent will be affected by the white-box attack. In the black-box attack 
scenario, the attacker does not have a precise knowledge about the model. We investigate the 
vulnerability of the DNN policies for DRL-based TSCs when the attacker does not have access to 
the actual target model. 

For FGSM attack, an attacker will perturb the input state with very small changes that are invisible 
by the controller. As pointed out in the original FGSM paper [2], minimal perturbation leads to the 
DNN classifying output to a wrong class. 

For JSMA attack, the attacker constructs the saliency map of given input state with respect to 
randomly selected action using the forward gradient of the DNN. In this attack model, we found 
that the attacker needs to perturb at least 40% of the feature dimensions to mislead the DRL agent, 
hence, we selected perturbation parameters accordingly.   
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